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Visual similarity effects during early stages of word processing have been consistently 
found for letter-like digits and symbols. However, despite its relevance for models of 
word recognition, evidence for letter visual-similarity effects is scarce and restricted to 
behavioral experiments. In two masked priming experiments, we measured ERP 
responses to words preceded by an identical (dentist-DENTIST), visually similar 
(dentjst-DENTIST), or visually dissimilar prime (dentgst-DENTIST) to track the time 
course of the effects of letter visual-similarity during word processing. In the 230-350 
ms time window, the ERPs in the visual dissimilar condition showed larger negative-
going amplitudes than in the visual similar condition, which in turn behaved like the 
identity condition. In a later time window (400-500 ms), the visually similar condition 
elicited larger negative-going amplitudes than the identity condition. This pattern of 
findings can be accommodated within those models of word recognition that assume 
uncertainty concerning letter identities early in word processing that is resolved over 
time. 
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The process of visual word recognition in skilled readers involves extremely efficient 
mechanisms that, in a few hundreds of milliseconds, convert the visual signal into the 
appropriate long-term lexical representation despite the similarity between letters 
(e.g., prescribe, but not the visually similar word proscribe) (see Grainger, 2018; 
Grainger, Dufau, & Ziegler, 2017, for recent reviews). However, visual similarity among 
stimuli seems to influence this process. Previous research has shown that sentences in 
which some of the letters are replaced by similar symbols or digits (e.g., MΔT3R1ΔL 
7H1NGS C0M3 ΔND G0) can be read without much cost (Duñabeitia, Perea, & 
Carreiras, 2010). Indeed, a number of experiments using Forster and Davis’ (1984) 
masked priming technique (i.e., a procedure that taps the initial stages of word 
processing; Grainger, 2008) have consistently reported facilitative effects of visual 
similarity with letter-like digits and letter-like symbols during word recognition. In the 
initial demonstration of the effect, Perea, Duñabeitia, and Carreiras (2008) found 
faster lexical decision times to a target word like MATERIAL when preceded by a prime 
with similar letter-like digits (M473RI4L) or symbols (MΔT€R!ΔL) than when preceded 
by a dissimilar prime (M568RI2L or M□T%R?□L). Furthermore, Perea et al. (2008) 
found that visually similar primes were nearly as effective as the identity primes (see 
also Kinoshita, Robidoux, Mills, & Norris, 2013; Perea, Duñabeitia, Pollatsek, & 
Carreiras, 2009, for converging behavioral evidence). 
Molinaro, Duñabeitia, Marín-Gutiérrez, and Carreiras (2009) used event-related 
potentials (ERPs) to examine the time course of visual similarity effects with words 
containing similar letter-like digits. In their masked priming experiment, targets that 
were preceded by an identity prime (e.g., PRIMAVERA-PRIMAVERA [spring]) or a 
similar prime containing letter-like digits (PR1M4V3R4-PRIMAVERA) elicited similar 
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ERP waves in the 140-170 and 250-300 ms time windows. However, both ERPs differed 
from those elicited by a visually dissimilar control condition (e.g., PR2M8V6R8-
PRIMAVERA). Likewise, in an unprimed semantic categorization experiment, Lien, 
Allen, and Martin (2014) found an N400 effect (i.e., a component that reflects lexical-
semantic processing) that was similar in magnitude for the regular word APPLE and its 
counterpart 4PPL3. 
Taken together, the above-cited findings strongly suggest that the perceptual 
input produced by words composed of letter-like digits or symbols (4PPL3, M473RI4L, 
MΔT€R!ΔL) is comparable to that of regular words. Models of visual word recognition 
can easily accommodate this phenomenon by assuming that letter detectors tolerate 
“some shape distortion” (Dehaene & Cohen, 2008, p. 458). That is, in a reading 
context, the letter A is the best-matching letter for the non-letter form 4 in M4TERI4L 
(see Kinoshita et al., 2013). Therefore, upon presentation of the embedded letter-like 
digit 4 in M4TERI4L, the letter A would be activated resulting in a processing advantage 
of M4TERI4L-MATERIAL over the control M5TERI2L-MATERIAL. 
A research question with important implications to models of visual word 
recognition is whether these visual similarity effects are restricted to non-letter forms 
during word recognition or whether they also occur with visually similar letters (e.g., 
H→A: MHTERIHL is more visually similar to MATERIAL than MDTERIDL). Prior studies 
using isolated letters have consistently shown that visually similar letters (e.g., A and 
H) are more confusable than visually dissimilar letters (e.g., A and D) (e.g., see Mueller 
& Weidemann, 2012). For instance, using a two-alternative perceptual identification 
task with masked isolated letters, Kinoshita et al. (2013) found that participants made 
more errors on a target letter (e.g., A) when the distractor was visually similar (e.g., H) 
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than when the distractor was visually different (e.g., D)—they found exactly the same 
pattern with letter-like digits (e.g., 4 [but not 6] was confusable with the letter A). 
Thus, one might expect a parallel letter visual-similarity effect with words. However, as 
argued by Kinoshita et al. (2013), the letter H itself is the best-matching letter for the 
letter form H in MHTERIHL, and hence the letter A would not be activated during the 
processing of the MHTERIHL—note that A would be the best-matching letter for 4 (i.e., 
a non-letter form) in M4TERI4L. Therefore, the visually similar prime MHTERIHL would 
not activate MATERIAL to a larger degree than the visually dissimilar prime MDTERIDL. 
Indeed, the interactive activation model (McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981) predicts a 
null effect of letter visual-similarity using the default parameters. For instance, the 
number of cycles to identify the word CODE is virtually the same when briefly 
preceded by the visually similar one-letter different prime CQDE—O and Q share all 
letter features except one in the orthographic scheme of the interaction activation 
model—and the visually different one-letter different prime CXDE (115 vs. 115 
processing cycles using Davis, 2010, simulator). A similar null effect occurs when 
running simulations on other leading models of word recognition (e.g., Davis, 2010, 
spatial coding model). 
Alternatively, one could argue that, in the initial stages of word processing, the 
identity of the letters that constitute the visual input comes with some degree of 
uncertainty, as also happens with letter order (e.g., JUGDE may be initially processed 
as JUDGE; see Perea & Lupker, 2004). In this scenario, the groups of neurons 
responsible to encode the visual features of the letter H may initially produce evidence 
compatible not only with the letter H but also with other visually similar letters (e.g., 
A). This perceptual uncertainty would be resolved with further processing at later 
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processing stages (see Bicknell & Levy, 2010; Norris & Kinoshita, 2012). Consequently, 
the letter H in MHTERIHL could activate to some degree the letter representation of A 
at the early stages of word processing, thus producing a processing advantage of 
MHTERIHL-MATERIAL over a visually different control condition like MDTERIDL-
MATERIAL.  
The empirical evidence of letter visual-similarity effects at the initial moments 
of word processing is scarce and restricted to behavioral experiments. Kinoshita et al. 
(2013) conducted a masked priming lexical decision experiment that included priming 
conditions with letter-like digits ([visually similar] 484NDON-abandon vs. [visually 
dissimilar] 676NDON-abandon) and priming conditions with replaced letters ([visually 
similar] HRHNDON-abandon vs. [visually dissimilar] DWDNDON-abandon). For letter-
like digits, Kinoshita et al. (2013) found faster word identification times for 484NDON-
abandon than for 676NDON-abandon, hence replicating the findings reported by Perea 
et al. (2008). For letter-replacement primes, word identification times were faster for 
HRHNDON–abandon than for DWDNDON-abandon, but the difference only 
approached significance (p = .09). More recently, Marcet and Perea (2017) conducted 
two masked priming lexical decision experiments with a larger number of data points 
per condition than in the Kinoshita et al. (2013) experiment (2,160 vs. 740, 
respectively). To create the replaced-letter primes from the target words, Marcet and 
Perea (2017) substituted a single letter that was visually very similar (e.g., i→j, as in 
dentjst-DENTIST) or not (e.g., i→g, dentgst–DENTIST) using the Simpson, Mousikou, 
Montoya, and Defior (2012) ratings of visual letter similarity. To assess how effective 
the visually similar primes were, they also included an identity condition. Marcet and 
Perea (2017) found faster word identification times in the visually similar substituted-
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letter condition than in the visually dissimilar substituted-letter condition (e.g., 
dentjst–DENTIST was responded to faster than dentgst–DENTIST). Furthermore, the 
visually similar substituted-letter condition produced word identification times that 
were only slightly slower than those in the identity condition (see also Marcet & Perea, 
2018b, for evidence of this pattern during sentence reading using the boundary 
technique). Likewise, Marcet and Perea (2018a) found faster lexical decision times on a 
target word when preceded by a visually similar prime containing a multi-letter 
homoglyph (docurnent-DOCUMENT, where rn is visually similar to m) than when 
preceded by an orthographically control prime (e.g., docusnent-DOCUMENT)—again, 
the visually similar condition yielded word identification times only slightly slower than 
those in the identity condition. Thus, the behavioral evidence suggests that letter 
visual-similarity affects the early moments of word recognition—note that Gomez, 
Perea, and Ratcliff (2013) provided empirical and modelling evidence that masked 
priming effects reflect early encoding processes. The limitation of the Marcet and 
Perea (2017, 2018a) experiments is that the obtained letter visual-similarity effects 
cannot be unambiguously attributed to orthographic overlap between the stimuli (i.e., 
more orthographic overlap between dentjst and DENTIST than between dentgst and 
DENTIST) or to lexical-semantic activation (i.e., more lexical activation from dentjst to 
DENTIST than from dentgst to DENTIST), thus highlighting the need for additional 
evidence with a technique with better temporal resolution 
The main aim of the current masked priming lexical decision experiments was 
to track the time course of the effects of letter visual-similarity as they unfold in time. 
Unlike response times—which only provide a response at the end of processing—the 
ERPs provide online, continuous measures during the course of word processing. We 
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focused on two key components that have been respectively associated to 
orthographic overlap between prime-target pairs (the N250) and to lexical-semantic 
interactions (the N400) in masked priming experiments (footnote 1). The N250, is a 
negative-going component that peaks around 250 ms post target onset, usually ranges 
from 150 to 350 ms, and has a widespread scalp distribution centered over midline 
and central-anterior electrode sites. The N250 component is thought to reflect the 
sub-lexical orthographic overlap between prime and target, as it shows a gradient 
modulated by orthographic similarity (being more negative to porch–TABLE [unrelated] 
< teble–TABLE [one-letter replaced] < table–TABLE [identity]; HoIcomb & Grainger, 
2006; see also Kiyonaga, Grainger, Midgley, & Holcomb, 2007). The N400 is a negative-
going component that peaks around 400 ms, ranges approximately from 350 to 500 
ms, and has a widespread central scalp distribution. In masked priming experiments, 
the N400 is larger (i.e. more negative) for word targets when preceded by an unrelated 
prime (porch–TABLE) than when preceded by an orthographically related prime (teble–
TABLE). In turn, negative-going amplitudes in the N400 are larger in the 
orthographically related condition (teble–TABLE) than in the identity condition (table–
TABLE) (e.g., see Holcomb & Grainger, 2006). The N250 is a domain-specific 
component thought to reflect the mapping of orthographic information onto whole-
word representations, either directly or using phonological codes. In the context of 
visual word recognition, the N400 it is thought to reflect an interaction of lexical level 
(i.e., whole-word units) and the semantic level, matching the orthographic word 
representations to the concepts stored in memory (see Grainger & Holcomb, 2009, for 
discussion). 
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In the present experiments, we recorded both behavioral (word identification 
times, accuracy) and event-related potential (ERP) measures to target stimuli preceded 
by a masked prime. The priming conditions were the same as in the behavioral 
experiments conducted by Marcet and Perea (2017): (a) a visually similar one-letter 
replacement prime [SIM] (e.g., dentjst-DENTIST); (b) a visually dissimilar one-letter 
replacement prime [DIS] (e.g., dentgst-DENTIST); and (c) an identity prime [ID] (e.g., 
dentist-DENTIST). As in the Marcet and Perea (2017) experiments, the visually similar 
letters were i/j (Experiment 1) and u/v (Experiment 2)—these pairs of letters are 
visually very similar in letter confusability ratings (5.17 and 4.93 out of 7, respectively, 
in Simpsons et al.’s, 2012, ratings). Behaviorally, we expect faster word identification 
times in the visually similar (SIM) letter condition than in the visually dissimilar (DIS) 
letter condition (e.g., dentjst–DENTIST faster than dentgst–DENTIST) (i.e., the same 
pattern as in the Marcet & Perea, 2017, experiments). More importantly, the 
examination of the ERPs allowed us to track the time course of these differences. If, 
early in orthographic processing, there were initial uncertainty about the letter 
identities that constitute the words that is resolved later in processing, the perceptual 
input initially produced by the SIM condition would be comparable to that of the ID 
condition (dentjst-DENTIST would be processed similarly to dentist-DENTIST), but not 
to the DIS condition (dentgst-DENTIST). In this scenario, we expect that the N250 (i.e., 
the sub-lexical orthographic component) would be more negative for the DIS than for 
the SIM condition—note that in the extreme case the SIM condition would elicit ERPs 
close to that of the ID condition, whereas at a later time window (N400; the lexical-
semantic component), the SIM and DIS conditions would behave similarly—and with 
larger negative-going amplitude than the ID condition. Alternatively, if there were 
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some degree of uncertainty concerning letter identity at both the orthographic and 
lexical-semantic stages, one would expect larger negative-going amplitudes in the DIS 
than in the SIM condition not only in the N250 component but also in the N400 
component. Finally, if the abstract representations of the letters were accessed early 
in processing regardless of visual letter-similarity, one would expect similarly larger 
negative-going amplitudes in the SIM and DIS condition than the ID condition in both 





A group of 27 undergraduate students from the University of Valencia (Spain) were 
recruited for this study. The data of 4 participants were discarded because of 
incomplete data sets (1 participant) and noisy electroencephalogram (EEG; 3 
participants: mostly due to blinks and alpha activity) recording. The remaining 23 
participants’ ages ranged from 18 to 32 years (15 female; mean age = 22 years, SD = 
3.7). All participants were native speakers of Spanish with no history of neurological or 
psychiatric impairment and with normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All participants 
were right handed, as assessed with a Spanish abridged version of the Edinburgh 
handedness inventory (Oldfield, 1971). Written informed consent was obtained from 
all participants. 
Materials 
We employed a set of 228 word targets extracted from the stimuli used by Marcet and 
Perea (2017). The average Zipf frequency in the EsPal database (Duchon, Perea, 
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Sebastián-Gallés, Martí, & Carreiras, 2013) was 3.65 (range: 1.72–5.91), the average 
number of letters was 7.6 (range: 5–11), and the average Levenshtein distance was 2.2 
(range: 1.3–4.3). All words had the letters i or j in an internal position (e.g., DENTISTA 
[dentist]; PASAJERO [passenger]). For each target word, we created three primes: (1) 
an identity prime (dentista–DENTISTA; pasajero–PASAJERO); (2) a pseudoword prime 
created by replacing a single letter with a visually similar letter (e.g., i→j, as in 
dentjsta–DENTISTA; j→i, as in pasaiero–PASAJERO); (3) a pseudoword prime created 
by replacing a single letter with a visually dissimilar letter (e.g., dentgsta–DENTISTA; 
pasauero–PASAJERO)—note that the outline letter shape was the same in the visually 
similar and visually dissimilar primes. To act as foils in the lexical decision task, we 
selected 228 pseudoword targets from the Marcet and Perea (2017) stimuli. All the 
pseudoword targets had the letters i or j in a middle position (e.g., BESTINDA; 
MOMAJERA) and were preceded by a prime with the same characteristics as in the 
word trials. To rotate the priming conditions across the word/pseudoword targets, we 
created three counterbalanced lists in a Latin square manner. The complete set of 
prime-target stimuli is presented in Appendix A. 
Procedure 
Participants sat comfortably in a dimly lit and sound attenuated room. All stimuli were 
presented on a high-resolution monitor that was positioned slightly below eye level, 
85–90 cm in front of the participant. The size of the stimuli and distance from the 
screen allowed for a visual angle of less than 5 degrees horizontally. Stimuli were 
presented in white 24-pt Consolas font against a dark-gray background. Stimulus 
display was controlled by Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems). All the 
stimuli were displayed at the center of the screen.  
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The sequence of events in each trial was as follows: the participant was 
presented with a pattern mask (a series of “#” signs that matched the length of the 
target item) for 500 ms. A lowercase prime replaced the mask in the same spatial 
location for 50 ms, and was replaced by an uppercase target (either a word or a 
pseudoword) which remained on the screen until the participant responded or 2,000 
ms had elapsed. After participants’ response a blank screen of a random duration 
between 700 and 1,000 ms was shown. To minimize participant-generated artifacts in 
the EEG signal during the presentation of the experimental stimuli, participants were 
asked to refrain from blinking and moving from the onset of each trial to the set up 
period after response. Brief 10-second breaks occurred every 60 trials. Every 270 trials 
there was a brief pause for resting and impedance checking. Participants were asked to 
decide as fast and accurately as possible if the target stimulus was a real Spanish word 
or not. They pressed one of two response buttons (either the YES button or the NO 
button). The hand used for each response was balanced across participants.  Lexical 
decision times were measured from target onset until the participant’s response. Each 
participant was randomly assigned to one of the three counterbalanced lists. The order 
of the trials was randomized for each participant. Before the experiment began, 
participants were given a brief 16-trial practice session to acquaint them with the task. 
The stimuli used in the practice session were different from those used in the actual 
experiment. The whole session, including set up, lasted approximately 1.5 hours. 
EEG recording and analysis 
The electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded from 29 Ag/AgCl electrodes mounted 
in an elastic cap (EASYCAP GmbH, Herrsching, Germany) according to the 10/20 system 
(see Figure 1). Eye movements and blinks were monitored with four electrodes 
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providing bipolar recordings of the horizontal and vertical (over the left eye) 
electrooculogram (EOG). Signals were sampled continuously throughout the 
experiment with a sampling rate of 250 Hz, and filtered offline with a bandpass filter of 
0.01–40 Hz. Data from scalp and eye electrodes were referenced offline to the average 
of left and right mastoids. Initial analysis of the EEG data was performed using the 
ERPLAB plugin (Lopez-Calderon & Luck, 2010) for EEGLAB (Delorme & Makeig, 2004). 
Epochs of the EEG corresponding to 100 ms pre- to 550 ms post-target onset were 
analyzed. Baseline correction was performed using the average EEG activity in the 
100ms preceding the onset of the target stimuli. Following baseline correction, trials 
with muscle activity or other artifacts, including blinks to ensure that participants saw 
the briefly presented prime, were rejected (9.4%). All participants had a minimum of 
46 acceptable correct trials per condition (ID: M = 64, SD = 7; SIM: M = 65, SD = 5; DIS: 
M = 64, SD = 7). There were no significant differences in the number of trials accepted 
per condition (ID vs. SIM: t(22) = -1.06, p = .30; SIM vs. DIS: t(22) = 1.38, p = .18; ID vs. 
DIS: t(22)= 0.19, p = .85). As in previous similar studies (see Kinoshita et al., 2013; 
Lupker, Perea, & Davis, 2008; Marcet & Perea, 2017, 2018a) we focused on the word 
trials because masked priming effects for nonword trials are absent or minimal. 
To characterize the time course and scalp distribution of letter visual-similarity 
effects (similar vs. dissimilar condition) we performed statistical analyses on the mean 
voltage values for 2 different time windows: 230-350 ms, and 400-500 ms. These 
epochs allowed for detailed assessment of the N250 and N400 components 
respectively. The selection of these epochs was based on the visual inspection of the 
waveforms and prior literature (see Laszlo & Federmeier, 2014, for a data-driven 
approach to investigate the time course of orthographic and semantic effects that 
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validate the typically used a priori time windows). To further depict the data in a more 
data-driven manner, we also conducted repeated-measures t-tests at every 4-ms 
intervals between 1 and 550 ms at all scalp sites for the effects of visual letter 
similarity (SIM vs. DIS and SIM vs. ID; also for ID vs. DIS; see Figure 2, panel c). The 
differences shown by this approach are consistent with the selected time windows and 
electrode groups (see left panel in Figure 2). 
The contrast between the DIS and ID conditions is included in Figure 2 for 
comparison purposes (i.e., it shows the typical N250 and N400 effects reported in 
previous masked form priming experiments, e.g., see Holcomb & Grainger, 2006). We 
analyzed the topographical distribution of the ERP results by including the averaged 
amplitude values across 3 electrodes of four representative scalp areas (see Figure 1) 
that resulted from the factorial combination of the factors hemisphere (left vs. right) 
and anterior-posterior (A-P) distribution (anterior vs. posterior): anterior left (F3, FC1, 
FC5), anterior right (F4, FC2, FC6), posterior left (CP1, CP5, P3) and posterior right (CP2, 
CP6, P4). Of note, we employed the same grouping of electrodes as in recent masked 
priming experiments examining the N250 and N400 conducted in our lab (see 
Gutierrez-Sigut, Vergara-Martínez & Perea, 2017; Vergara-Martínez, Gómez, Jiménez & 
Perea, 2015). For each time window, we performed two separate repeated measures 
analyses of variance (ANOVA) that included the factors hemisphere, A-P distribution, 
and type of prime (SIM, DIS, and ID). As in the Marcet and Perea (2017, 2018a, 2018b) 
experiments, we mainly focused on the two novel, theoretically motivated a priori 
contrasts (i.e., SIM vs. DIS and ID vs. SIM). Nonetheless, for the sake of completeness, 
Panel a in Figure 2 displays the ID vs. DIS differences in the ERP waves. As expected, we 
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obtained larger negative-going amplitudes in the one-letter visually dissimilar priming 
condition than in the identity condition in the N250 and N400 components, thus 
replicating prior research (e.g., Grainger & Holcomb, 2006). In all analyses, List (1–4) 
was included as a dummy between-subjects factor to remove the variance due to the 
lists (Pollatsek & Well, 1995). Effects of hemisphere or A-P distribution factors are only 
reported when they interact with the experimental manipulation. Interactions 
between factors were followed up with simple effects tests. When the sphericity 
assumption did not hold, we applied the Greenhouse-Geisser correction to adjust the 
degrees of freedom. For the pairwise comparisons across the factor Type of prime, p 
values were corrected using the Šidák correction (1967). 
Results and Discussion 
Behavioral results. Error responses (5.6 %) and lexical decision times shorter than 250 
ms or longer than 2000 ms (1 observation) were omitted from the latency analyses. To 
examine the effect of type of prime, we performed ANOVAs that paralleled those 
conducted with the ERP data (Type of prime: SIM, DIS, and ID); the dummy factor List 
was also included) separately for the latency and accuracy data. These analyses were 
conducted over subjects (F1) and over items (F2). 
The statistical analyses of the word identification times showed a main effect of 
type of prime, F1(2,40) = 20.92, MSE = 366.3, p < .001, ƞ2 = .51; F2(2, 450) = 21.86, MSE  
= 4085.5, p < .001, ƞ2 = .09. This reflected an 18 ms advantage of the SIM condition 
over the DIS condition (687 vs. 705 ms; p = .004 and p < .001 in the by-subjects and by-
items analyses, respectively). We also found a 20 ms advantage of the ID condition 
over the SIM condition (667 vs. 687 ms, respectively; p = .016 and p = .007 in the by-
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subjects and by-items analyses, respectively). Finally, the 38 ms advantage of the ID 
condition over the DIS condition was also significant (both ps < .001). 
The analyses of the error rates showed a main effect of type of prime, F1(1.36, 
27.22) = 9.18, MSE  = 4.454, p = .003, ƞ2 = .32; F2(1.88, 423.49) = 7.31, MSE  = 41.2, p = 
.001, ƞ2 = .03. This reflected that participants committed fewer errors in the SIM than 
in the DIS condition (2.2 vs. 4.0 %; p = .008 and p = .003 in the by-subjects and by-items 
analyses, respectively), whereas there were no differences between the SIM and ID 
conditions (2.2 and 2.0 %, respectively), both ps > .50. Finally, participants committed 
fewer errors in the ID than in the DIS condition (p = .002, and p = .003 in the by-
subjects and by-items analyses, respectively). (footnote 2) 
 
ERP results. Figure 2 (panel b) shows the ERP waves of the Identity (ID), similar (SIM) 
and dissimilar (DIS) conditions in six representative electrodes from the four areas of 
interest. The ERPs showed a small negative going potential peaking around 50 ms, 
followed by a positive potential peaking around 190 ms (ranging from 100 to 240ms). 
These early components are followed by negative going waves from 240 ms that 
remained positive until the end of the epoch (550 ms). Within this negativity two 
negative peaks can be observed approximately at 320 and 390 ms respectively. The 
first ERP component to show differences in the amplitudes was the N250, a negative-
going component that peaked around 320 ms after target onset. For this component, 
both the DIS condition showed a larger negativity than both the ID and SIM conditions. 
Further differences were found in the N400 time window, where both DIS and SIM 
showed larger negative-going amplitudes than the ID condition. 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the electrode montage. Electrodes are grouped 
in four different areas (anterior-left, anterior-right, posterior-left and posterior-right) 
for statistical analyses. 
 
230-350 ms window 
The main effect of type of prime was significant, F(2,40) = 5.14, MSE = 10.96, p = .010, 
ƞ2 = .21, whereas none of the interactions approached significance (all ps > .23). 
Unsurprisingly, the effect of type of prime reflected larger negative-going amplitudes 
for the DIS condition than for the ID condition, p = .007. More important, the DIS 
condition also showed larger negative-going amplitudes than the SIM condition (p = 
.007), whereas there were no signs of a difference between the SIM and ID conditions 
(p = .624). 
400-500 ms window 
The main effect of type of prime was also significant, F(2,40) = 9.47, MSE = 19.71, p < 
.001, ƞ2 = .32, and again, none of the interactions was significant (all ps > .19). The DIS 
condition showed larger negative-going amplitudes than the ID condition (p < .001). 
More important, the DIS condition also showed larger negative-going amplitudes than 
the SIM condition, although the difference only approached significance (p = .074). 
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Finally, the SIM condition showed larger negative-going amplitudes than the ID 
conditions, p = .036. 
 
Figure 2. Panel (a) shows the grand average ERPs to targets preceded ID (black line), 
SIM (blue line) and DIS (red line) priming conditions. The differences between the SIM 
and DIS conditions in the first time window (230-350 ms) are highlighted in grey. The 
differences between the SIM and ID conditions in the second time window (400-500 
ms) are highlighted in blue. Panel (b) shows the topographic distribution of the effects 
of visual letter similarity (calculated as the difference in voltage amplitude between 
the ERP responses to the SIM vs. DIS and ID vs. SIM priming conditions) in the two time 
windows of the analysis. Panel (c) shows the results of the (uncorrected) univariate 
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statistical analyses of the time course of the effects of letter visual-similarity for each 
of the 3 comparisons (SIM vs. DIS; SIM vs. ID; DIS vs. ID). The plots convey the results 
of the comparisons between 80 and 550 ms at all 27 electrodes (listed in an anterior-
posterior progression within the left hemisphere at the top, midline and right 
hemisphere at the bottom). Significant p values under < .001 are shown in blue (p 
values between < .05 and < .001 are indicated in grey).  
In sum, the behavioral data showed that the visually similar condition (SIM 
condition; e.g., dentjst-DENTIST) produced faster word identification times and fewer 
errors than the visually dissimilar condition (DIS condition e.g., dentgst-DENTIST), thus 
replicating the behavioral findings reported by Marcet and Perea (2017). More 
important, the ERP data revealed differences between the SIM and DIS conditions at 
the 230-350 ms time window, with larger negative-going amplitudes for the DIS than 
for the SIM condition. Furthermore, the SIM condition produced ERP waves 
comparable to those of the identity (ID) condition (e.g., dentist-DENTIST) (see Figure 
2). When inspecting the N400 component, we found more negative-going amplitudes 
in the SIM than in the ID condition, whereas the difference between the SIM and DIS 
conditions only approached significance. Taken together, these findings suggest that, 
at an early orthographic stage, there is some degree confusability when encoding 
letter identities (N250: ID = SIM < DIS), which tends to vanish at later processing 
stages. 
Experiment 2 was designed to replicate Experiment 1 using another set of items 
in which the visually similar pairs were u/v instead of i/j (see Marcet & Perea, 2017, for 
a similar strategy). This new experiment will allow us to conduct a combined, more 





A group of 24 students from the University of Valencia (Spain) were recruited for this 
study. The data of 4 participants were discarded because of noisy 
electroencephalogram (EEG; mostly due to alpha activity and blinks) recording. The 
remaining 20 participants’ ages ranged from 18 to 30 years (12 female; mean age = 
22.6 years, SD = 4.5). All participants were right handed, native speakers of Spanish 
with no history of neurological or psychiatric impairment and with normal or 
corrected-to-normal vision. Written informed consent was obtained from all 
participants. 
Materials 
We employed a set of 228 word targets extracted from the stimuli used by Marcet and 
Perea (2017)—we chose the same number of items as in Experiment 1. The average 
Zipf frequency in the EsPal database (Duchon et al., 2013) was 4.08 (range: 3.33–5.50), 
the average number of letters was 7.5 (range: 5–11), and the average Levenshtein 
distance was 2.1 (range: 1.2–4.3). All words had the letters u or v in a middle position 
(e.g., NEUTRAL; CAVERNA [cavern]). The prime-target conditions were parallel to those 
in Experiment 1 (i.e., identity condition [neutral–NEUTRAL; caverna–CAVERNA]; 
visually similar condition [nevtral–NEUTRAL; cauerna–CAVERNA]; visually dissimilar 
condition [neztral–NEUTRAL; caoerna–CAVERNA]). We also selected 228 pseudoword 
targets from the Marcet and Perea (2017) stimuli—these stimuli had the letters u or v 
in a middle position (e.g., CARCURA; OLCLIVO) and were preceded by a prime with the 
same characteristics as in the word trials. We created three counterbalanced lists to 
rotate the priming conditions across the word/pseudoword targets. The complete set 
of prime-target stimuli is presented in Appendix B. 
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Procedure 
The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1. 
EEG recording and analysis 
The EEG recording and analysis were the same as in Experiment 1. Trials with artifacts 
(i.e. eye movements, blinks, muscle activity, etc.) were rejected (14.4 %). All 
participants had a minimum of 33 acceptable correct trials per condition (ID: M = 63, 
SD = 10; SIM: M = 63, SD = 11; DIS: M = 62, SD = 10). There were no significant 
differences in the number of trials accepted per condition [ID vs. SIM: t(19) = -0.042, p 
= .97; SIM vs. DIS: t(19) = 1.11, p = .28; ID vs. DIS: t(19) = 1.28, p = .22). Importantly, as 
this experiment was parallel to Experiment 1—except for the set of items and the 
visually similar letters (u/v instead of i/j)—we performed statistical analyses on the 
mean voltage values for the same two different time windows: 230-350 ms, and 400-
500 ms and electrode groups. Visual inspection of the morphology of the ERP waves 
(see below and figure 3) confirmed that the selected time windows and electrode 
groups allow for the examination of the N250 and N400 components respectively.  
 
Results and Discussion 
 
The inferential analyses, both behavioral and ERPs, were parallel to those conducted in 
Experiment 1. 
 
Behavioral results. Error responses (3.2 %) and lexical decision times shorter than 250 
ms or longer than 2000 ms (0 observations) were omitted from the latency analyses 
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 The statistical analyses of the word response times showed a main effect of 
type of prime, F1(2,34) = 14.17, MSE = 424.9, p < .001, ƞ2 = .46; F2(2, 450) = 13.33, MSE  
= 5168.1, p < .001, ƞ2 = .06. This reflected a 22 ms advantage of the SIM condition over 
the DIS condition (671 vs. 693 ms, p = .003 and p < .001 in the by-subjects and by-items 
analyses, respectively). In addition, the ID condition showed a 16 ms advantage over 
the SIM condition (655 vs. 671 ms, p = .040 and p = .054 in the by-subjects and by-
items analyses, respectively). Finally, the ID vs. DIS comparison was also significant, 
both ps < .001.  
The statistical analyses of the error rates showed a main effect of type of prime, 
F1(2,34) = 3,32, MSE = 4.05, p = .048, ƞ2 = .16; F2(1.90, 426.3) = 3.77, MSE  = 47.8, p = 
.026, ƞ2 = .02.  On average, participants committed a similar percentage of errors in 
the SIM and in the DIS condition (3.5 vs. 3.9 %, both ps > .50). In addition, participants 
committed more errors in the SIM than in the ID condition (3.5 vs. 2.2 %, respectively), 
p = .028 and p = .021, in the by-subjects and by-items analyses, respectively). Finally, 
participants made more errors in the DIS than in the ID condition (p = .05 and p = 
0.007, in the by-subjects and by-items analyses, respectively). (footnote 3) 
 
ERP results. Figure 3 (panel a) shows the ERP waves of the Identity (ID), similar (SIM) 
and dissimilar (DIS) conditions in six representative electrodes from the four areas of 
interest. The ERPs showed the same morphology as Experiment 1. There was a small 
negative-going potential peaking around 50 ms, followed by a positive potential 
peaking around 200 ms (ranging from 100 to 240 ms). These early components are 
followed by negative-going waves from 240 ms that remain positive until the end of 
the epoch (550 ms). Within this negativity, two negative peaks can be observed 
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approximately at 310 and 380 ms respectively. The first ERP component to show 
differences in the amplitudes was the N250, a negative-going component that peaked 
around 320 ms after target onset. For this component, the DIS condition showed a 
larger negative-going amplitude than both the ID and SIM conditions. Further 
differences were found in the N400 time window, where both DIS and SIM showed 
larger negative-going amplitudes than the ID condition, which appears to be slightly 
stronger at posterior electrodes.  
 
 
Figure 3. Panel (a) shows the grand average ERPs to targets preceded ID (black line), 
SIM (blue line) and DIS (red line) priming conditions. The differences between the SIM 
and DIS conditions in the first time window (230-350 ms) are highlighted in grey. The 
differences between the SIM and ID conditions in the second time window (400-500 
ms) are highlighted in blue. Panel (b) shows the topographic distribution of the effects 
of visual letter similarity (calculated as the difference in voltage amplitude between 
the ERP responses to the SIM vs. DIS and ID vs. SIM conditions) in the two time 
windows of the analysis. 
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230-350 ms window 
The main effect of type of prime was significant, F(2,34) = 3.36, MSE = 16.3, p = .046, ƞ2 
= .17, whereas none of the interactions approached significance (all ps > .16).  
The effect of type of prime reflected larger negative-going amplitudes for the DIS 
condition than for the ID and SIM conditions (p = .047 and p = .032, respectively). 
There were no differences between the SIM and ID conditions, p = .415. 
400-500 ms window 
We found a main effect of type of prime, F(2,34) = 4.23, MSE = 19.96, p = .023, ƞ2 = .20, 
whereas none of the interactions was significant (all ps > .20). This reflected that the 
DIS condition showed larger negative-going amplitudes than the ID condition, p = .010. 
The DIS also showed larger negative-going amplitudes than the SIM condition, p = .041, 
whereas we did not find a significant difference between SIM and ID conditions, p = 
.436. 
 
 To sum up, the analyses of the latency data mimicked those in Experiment 1. 
With respect the ERP data, we found a very similar pattern as in Experiment 1 in the 
N250 component (i.e., ID = SIM < DIS). However, results for the N400 time window 
showed that the SIM condition was different from the DIS condition, whereas there 
were no significant differences between the SIM and ID conditions. To offer a more 
powerful test of the effects of letter visual-similarity during word processing, we 
carried out combined analyses of Experiments 1 and 2 with Experiment as a between-
subjects factor. 
 
Combined analyses of Experiments 1 and 2 
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Behavioral analyses 
The statistical analyses of the word response times showed a main effect of type of 
prime, F1(2,74) = 34.32, MSE = 393.2, p < .001, ƞ2 = .48; F2(1.97, 886.3) = 34.22, MSE  = 
4698.2, p < .001, ƞ2 = .07. This reflected faster response times on the target words 
when preceded by a visually similar prime than when preceded by a visually dissimilar 
prime (p < .001 and p < .001 in the by-subjects and by-items analyses, respectively). In 
turn, response times on the target words were faster when preceded by an identity 
prime than when preceded by a visually similar prime (p < .001 and p < .001 in the by-
subjects and by-items analyses, respectively). The interaction between type of prime 
and experiment was not significant (both ps > .1). 
The ANOVAs on the error data showed a main effect of type of prime, F1(1.67, 
61.87) = 9.20, MSE = 4.18, p = .001, ƞ2 = .20; F2(1.92, 866.56) = 8.76, MSE  = 43.65, p < 
.001, ƞ2 = .01. This reflected that participants committed more errors to target words 
when preceded by a visually dissimilar prime than when preceded by a visually similar 
prime, (p = .034 and p = .030 in the by-subjects and by-items analyses, respectively). In 
turn, participants committed more errors to target words when preceded by a visually 
similar prime than when preceded by an identity prime (p = .017 and p = .048 in the 
by-subjects and by-items analyses, respectively). The interaction between type of 
prime and experiment was not significant (both ps > .1). 
ERP analyses 
230-350 ms window 
We found a main effect of type of prime F(2,82) = 6.83, MSE = 12.97, p = .002, ƞ2 = .14. 
None of the interactions, including those with the factor Experiment, was significant 
(all ps > .16). The effect of prime reflected that the DIS condition showed larger 
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negative-going amplitudes than the ID condition (p = .001) and the DIS condition (p = 
.015), whereas there were no significant differences between the SIM and ID 
conditions, p = .182. 
400-500 ms window 
The main effect of type of prime was significant, F(2,82) = 10.43, MSE = 20.75, p < .001, 
ƞ2 = .20. The interaction betwee Type of prime and AP distribution approached 
significance, F(2,82) = 2.56, MSE = 2.65, p = .084, ƞ2 = .06, whereas the other 
interactions, including those with the factor Experiment, did not approach significance, 
all ps > .17. The effect of prime reflected that the DIS condition showed larger 
negative-going amplitudes than ID condition (p < .001) and the SIM condition (p = 
.046), and that the SIM condition showed larger negative-going amplitudes than the ID 
condition, p = .023. 
Thus, this combined analysis corroborated the behavioral and N250 findings 
from the Experiments 1 and 2 (i.e., ID = SIM < DIS). More importantly, these analyses—
using a larger sample size (N = 43)—provided a more complete picture of the effects of 
letter visual-similarity at a later stage of processing (i.e., N400: ID < SIM < DIS) than the 




The main aim of the present ERP masked priming experiments was to track the time 
course of letter visual-similarity effects during word processing. The behavioral data in 
both experiments replicated previous findings (Marcet & Perea, 2017) of faster word 
identification times for target words when preceded by a visually similar nonword (SIM 
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condition; e.g., dentjist-DENTIST)) than when preceded by a visually dissimilar nonword  
(DIS condition; e.g., dentgist-DENTIST) (see also Marcet & Perea, 2018b, for parallel 
evidence in eye fixation times when using parafoveal previews during sentence 
reading). The ERP data showed that, in both experiments, the DIS condition elicited 
larger negative-going amplitudes in the N250 time window for the SIM condition (i.e., 
DIS > SIM). Importantly, at this time window the SIM condition did not differ from the 
ID condition (i.e., SIM = ID). Assuming that the N250 reflects a gradient of orthographic 
overlap between prime and target (see Grainger & Holcomb, 2009), the present data 
strongly suggest the visually similar one-letter different prime dentjst, but not the 
visually dissimilar one-letter different prime dentgst, initially produced a similar 
perceptual input as the identity prime dentist. This outcome favors the view that, early 
during orthographic processing, there is some uncertainty when attaining the abstract 
letter identities for visually similar letters (e.g., Bayesian Reader model, see Norris & 
Kinoshita, 2012). 
Later on, when inspecting lexical-semantic activation via the N400 component, 
the combined analyses showed not only larger negative-going amplitudes for the DIS 
than for the SIM conditions—as in the N250 component, but also that the SIM 
condition elicited larger negative-going amplitudes than the ID condition. This latter 
difference suggests that, at this time window, the identity condition activated the 
lexical-semantic representations of the target words to a larger degree than the SIM 
condition. This can be taken as an indication of resolution of the visual ambiguity. At 
this same time window, the DIS condition elicited larger N400 amplitudes than the SIM 
condition, suggesting that visual letter similarity might play a role at late processing 
stages (see Carreiras, Perea, Gil-López, Abu Mallouh, & Salillas, 2013; Madec, Rey, 
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Dufau, Klein, & Grainger, 2012, for late ERP effects of visual similarity in single letter 
identification experiments). Further research is needed to examine the exact 
contribution of letter visual-similarity to the N400 component (see Carreiras, 
Armstrong, Perea & Frost, 2013, for a discussion of recent advances that can aid the 
study of the contributions of feed-forward and top-down activations to the amplitude 
of the N400 component). 
Therefore, the present experiments confirmed that visual similarity effects 
during word recognition are not limited to non-letter forms (numbers and symbols; 
e.g., M4TERI4L or M4TERI4L) but they also occur with visually similar letters (see also 
Marcet & Perea, 2017, in press, for behavioral evidence). Critically, the ERP results in 
the 230-350 ms time window showed that the identity condition and the visually 
similar condition (e.g., dentist–DENTIST and dentjst–DENTIST) behaved similarly, 
whereas the visually different primes produced larger negative-going amplitudes. This 
pattern of data qualifies those hierarchical accounts of orthographic processing that 
propose an access to the abstract orthographic representations by this time window, 
regardless of the physical similarities among letters. For instance, Grainger and 
Holcomb (2009) postulated a bi-modal interactive activation model in which the 
orthographic information would be attained in the N250 component. Indeed, Holcomb 
and Grainger (2006) found more negative-going amplitudes in one-letter different 
priming condition than in the identity condition in this component, which does 
suggests that readers had access to the abstract letter representations of the stimuli. 
However, the one-letter replaced condition in the Holcomb and Grainger (2006) was 
not visually similar to the identity condition (e.g., teble-TABLE vs. table-LETTER). 
Indeed, in the two experiments, we found more negative-going amplitudes in the 
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visually dissimilar condition than in the identity condition in the N250 (see Figures 2 
and 3), hence replicating the Holcomb and Grainger (2006) experiment. Thus, the more 
parsimonious account of the current masked priming data is that in the 230-350 ms 
time window there is still some degree of uncertainty concerning letter identity during 
word recognition when the perceptual input involves visually similar letters (e.g., 
dentjst-DENTIST). 
The present results can be accommodated by those models that assume that 
there is uncertainty concerning letter identities at the early stages of word recognition 
(e.g., Bayesian Reader model; Norris & Kinoshita, 2012; see also Bicknell & Levy, 2010, 
for a Bayesian model of eye movement control in reading). As Norris and Kinoshita 
(2012) indicated “letter-identity and letter-order information accumulate gradually 
over time by a stimulus-sampling process” (p. 540) and this uncertainty is eventually 
resolved, as shown by the larger negative-going amplitudes for the SIM condition than 
for the ID condition in the N400 component. Therefore, the Bayesian Reader model 
can readily capture that at an earlier stage in processing (230-350 ms time window), 
the ERPs of the visually similar condition—but not the visually dissimilar condition—
behave similar to those of the identity conditions, whereas later in processing, the 
ERPs of the identity condition behave differently from the visually similar condition. 
(We acknowledge that the Bayesian Reader model does not make any claims on the 
specific time windows of these effects, as this is a formal model that focuses on word 
identification times and accuracy rates.) The present data also go in line with the idea 
of uncertainty with respect to the order of the letters during word processing (see 
Davis, 2010; Gomez, Ratcliff, & Perea, 2008; see Vergara-Martínez, Perea, Gomez, & 
Swaab, 2013, for ERP evidence of the time course of transposed-letter effects). An 
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avenue for future research would be to determine whether letter visual-similarity 
effects in a reading context occur in a purely bottom-up manner or whether they are 
modulated by higher level elements such as the transitional probabilities of letters or 
top-down feedback from the lexical level (see Dehaene & Cohen, 2007). That is, the 
letter j in dentjst may be interpretable as a letter i during word processing not only 
because of its visual similarity but also by orthotactic/phonotactic or lexical 
constraints. Furthermore, as the critical features that determine letter perception are 
not entirely understood yet (see Rosa, Enneson, & Perea, 2016, for discussion), 
additional ERP experimentation should also investigate whether low-level spatial 
information interacts with the effects of letter visual-similarity during word recognition 
(e.g., manipulating the outline letter shape; e.g., dentgst-DENTIST vs. dentcst-
DENTIST). 
In sum, the present experiments sought to shed some light on the mechanisms 
to access abstract orthographic codes from the visual input. To that end, we recorded 
the participants’ ERPs in two masked priming experiments in which each word could 
be preceded by a visually similar or visually dissimilar one-letter replaced prime 
(dentjst-DENTIST vs. dentgst-DENTIST). In the 230-350 ms time window, the identity 
and visually similar condition behaved similarly, whereas there were larger negative-
going amplitudes in the visual dissimilar condition. Thus, there is some degree of 
uncertainty at attaining letter identities during the first moments of word processing 
that is modulated by letter visual-similarity. Additional work is necessary to 
comprehend the intricacies underlying the processes that mediate between the 
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1. Although an earlier component, namely, the N/P150, has been associated to initial 
stages of the visual processing of words, we did not focus on the N/P150. The reason is 
that previous research using one-letter different lowercase primes and uppercase 
targets (e.g., Holcomb & Grainger, 2006) reported similar ERP responses at the N/P150 
time window for one-different letter pairs and identity pairs (e.g., teble-TABLE and 
table-TABLE)—note that, unlike the present experiment, Molinaro et al. (2010) 
employed uppercase primes and uppercase targets (e.g., PR1M4V3R4-PRIMAVERA). 
2. We found the same pattern of significant results when using linear mixed effects 
models using the maximal random effect structure on the inverse-transformed RT data 
(i.e., -1000/RT) (SIM vs. DIS: t = 4.90, p < .001; ID vs. SIM, t = 4.06, p < .001). We also 
found the same pattern of significant effects using generalized mixed effects models 
on the accuracy data (SIM vs. DIS: z < 1, SIM vs. ID: z = 3.90, p = .002). 
3. As in Experiment 1, the analyses using linear mixed effects models showed the same 
pattern as the ANOVAs (latency data: SIM vs. DIS: t = 3.73, p < .001; ID vs. SIM, t = 4.02, 




Prime-target pairs used in Experiment 1 
 
The stimuli are presented in quadruplets: identity prime, visually similar prime, visually 
dissimilar prime, and target. 
 
Word targets: regaliz, regaljz, regalgz, REGALIZ; burbuja, burbuia, burbuea, 
BURBUJA; economista, economjsta, economgsta, ECONOMISTA; minuto, mjnuto, 
mgnuto, MINUTO; espejo, espeio, espeao, ESPEJO; concejal, conceial, conceoal, 
CONCEJAL; reciclado, recjclado, recgclado, RECICLADO; gruñir, gruñjr, gruñgr, 
GRUÑIR; desfile, desfjle, desfgle, DESFILE; editorial, editorjal, editorgal, 
EDITORIAL; rojizo, roiizo, roeizo, ROJIZO; debajo, debaio, debaeo, DEBAJO; tarjeta, 
tarieta, taraeta, TARJETA; hojalata, hoialata, hoealata, HOJALATA; ventaja, ventaia, 
ventaea, VENTAJA; equipaje, equipaie, equipaoe, EQUIPAJE; enemiga, enemjga, 
enempga, ENEMIGA; fugitiva, fugitjva, fugitgva, FUGITIVA; majestad, maiestad, 
maoestad, MAJESTAD; dibujar, dibuiar, dibuoar, DIBUJAR; revivir, revivjr, revivgr, 
REVIVIR; estrategia, estrategja, estrategpa, ESTRATEGIA; carril, carrjl, carrgl, 
CARRIL; lentejas, lenteias, lenteoas, LENTEJAS; azulejo, azuleio, azuleuo, 
AZULEJO; suspiro, suspjro, suspgro, SUSPIRO; conjunto, coniunto, coneunto, 
CONJUNTO; bandeja, bandeia, bandeoa, BANDEJA; confesión, confesjón, confesgón, 
CONFESIÓN; cotilleo, cotjlleo, cotglleo, COTILLEO; ermita, ermjta, ermgta, 
ERMITA; bricolaje, bricolaie, bricolaue, BRICOLAJE; pelirrojo, pelirroio, pelirroao, 
PELIRROJO; tejado, teiado, teuado, TEJADO; camuflaje, camuflaie, camuflaoe, 
CAMUFLAJE; ajusticiar, aiusticiar, aeusticiar, AJUSTICIAR; espíritu, espírjtu, 
espírgtu, ESPÍRITU; socializar, socialjzar, socialgzar, SOCIALIZAR; orujo, oruio, 
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orueo, ORUJO; montaje, montaie, montaue, MONTAJE; ejemplo, eiemplo, eaemplo, 
EJEMPLO; meñique, meñjque, meñgque, MEÑIQUE; moraleja, moraleia, moraleua, 
MORALEJA; cartulina, cartuljna, cartulgna, CARTULINA; relojero, reloiero, reloaero, 
RELOJERO; viento, vjento, vgento, VIENTO; sonajero, sonaiero, sonaoero, 
SONAJERO; reportaje, reportaie, reportaoe, REPORTAJE; dopaje, dopaie, dopaoe, 
DOPAJE; milagro, mjlagro, mglagro, MILAGRO; natillas, natjllas, natgllas, 
NATILLAS; ácido, ácjdo, ácgdo, ÁCIDO; cerrajero, cerraiero, cerraoero, 
CERRAJERO; infrarrojos, infrarroios, infrarrouos, INFRARROJOS; ciclista, cicljsta, 
ciclgsta, CICLISTA; balneario, balnearjo, balneargo, BALNEARIO; servicio, servicjo, 
servicgo, SERVICIO; rodaje, rodaie, rodaoe, RODAJE; mejillón, meiillón, meoillón, 
MEJILLÓN; pegajoso, pegaioso, pegaeoso, PEGAJOSO; abrigo, abrjgo, abrpgo, 
ABRIGO; relajante, relaiante, relaeante, RELAJANTE; salir, saljr, salgr, SALIR; 
embajador, embaiador, embauador, EMBAJADOR; mujer, muier, muaer, MUJER; 
fósil, fósjl, fósgl, FÓSIL; rival, rjval, rgval, RIVAL; cocodrilo, cocodrjlo, cocodrglo, 
COCODRILO; lenguaje, lenguaie, lenguaoe, LENGUAJE; arbitraje, arbitraie, arbitraue, 
ARBITRAJE; casino, casjno, casgno, CASINO; memorizar, memorjzar, memorgzar, 
MEMORIZAR; tatuaje, tatuaie, tatuaoe, TATUAJE; suprimir, suprimjr, suprimgr, 
SUPRIMIR; naranja, narania, naranea, NARANJA; árbitro, árbjtro, árbgtro, ÁRBITRO; 
pediatra, pedjatra, pedgatra, PEDIATRA; reflejo, refleio, refleao, REFLEJO; acantilado, 
acantjlado, acantglado, ACANTILADO; similar, simjlar, simglar, SIMILAR; granjero, 
graniero, granaero, GRANJERO; serie, serje, serge, SERIE; subjetivo, subietivo, 
subaetivo, SUBJETIVO; emocionar, emocjonar, emocgonar, EMOCIONAR; prójimo, 
próiimo, próeimo, PRÓJIMO; nochevieja, nochevieia, nochevieoa, NOCHEVIEJA; 
auditorio, audjtorio, audgtorio, AUDITORIO; oasis, oasjs, oasgs, OASIS; avaricia, 
avarjcia, avargcia, AVARICIA; escritor, escrjtor, escrgtor, ESCRITOR; subjuntivo, 
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subiuntivo, subauntivo, SUBJUNTIVO; viejo, vieio, vieao, VIEJO; renacuajo, 
renacuaio, renacuaeo, RENACUAJO; adjunto, adiunto, adeunto, ADJUNTO; refugiado, 
refugjado, refugpado, REFUGIADO; ajedrez, aiedrez, auedrez, AJEDREZ; picadura, 
pjcadura, pgcadura, PICADURA; gráfica, gráfjca, gráfgca, GRÁFICA; pajarita, 
paiarita, paearita, PAJARITA; oveja, oveia, oveua, OVEJA; esguince, esgujnce, 
esgugnce, ESGUINCE; pesimismo, pesimjsmo, pesimgsmo, PESIMISMO; pájaro, 
páiaro, páearo, PÁJARO; novelista, noveljsta, novelgsta, NOVELISTA; patinaje, 
patinaie, patinaue, PATINAJE; elegido, elegjdo, elegpdo, ELEGIDO; portátil, portátjl, 
portátgl, PORTÁTIL; extranjero, extraniero, extranaero, EXTRANJERO; despiste, 
despjste, despgste, DESPISTE; crujido, cruiido, crueido, CRUJIDO; sujeto, suieto, 
suaeto, SUJETO; donativo, donatjvo, donatgvo, DONATIVO; paisaje, paisaie, paisaue, 
PAISAJE; ambiental, ambjental, ambgental, AMBIENTAL; fichaje, fichaie, fichaue, 
FICHAJE; conserje, conserie, conserae, CONSERJE; nativo, natjvo, natgvo, NATIVO; 
ejercer, eiercer, eaercer, EJERCER; fotocopia, fotocopja, fotocopga, FOTOCOPIA; 
cinéfilo, cinéfjlo, cinéfglo, CINÉFILO; fichar, fjchar, fgchar, FICHAR; físico, físjco, 
físgco, FÍSICO; chantaje, chantaie, chantaoe, CHANTAJE; reducir, reducjr, reducgr, 
REDUCIR; espionaje, espionaie, espionaue, ESPIONAJE; viajero, viaiero, viauero, 
VIAJERO; respirar, respjrar, respgrar, RESPIRAR; practicar, practjcar, practgcar, 
PRACTICAR; diamante, djamante, dgamante, DIAMANTE; aconsejar, aconseiar, 
aconseoar, ACONSEJAR; ventanilla, ventanjlla, ventanglla, VENTANILLA; cuestión, 
cuestjón, cuestgón, CUESTIÓN; vendaje, vendaie, vendaoe, VENDAJE; bingo, bjngo, 
bgngo, BINGO; sabotaje, sabotaie, sabotaoe, SABOTAJE; trilogía, trjlogía, trglogía, 
TRILOGÍA; vejiga, veiiga, veoiga, VEJIGA; conejo, coneio, coneuo, CONEJO; aceite, 
acejte, acegte, ACEITE; aterrizaje, aterrizaie, aterrizaoe, ATERRIZAJE; flojo, floio, 
floeo, FLOJO; oreja, oreia, oreua, OREJA; ejercicio, eiercicio, euercicio, EJERCICIO; 
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visual, vjsual, vgsual, VISUAL; remedio, remedjo, remedgo, REMEDIO; ejecutivo, 
eiecutivo, euecutivo, EJECUTIVO; empujón, empuión, empueón, EMPUJÓN; brujería, 
bruiería, bruaería, BRUJERÍA; estropajo, estropaio, estropaeo, ESTROPAJO; consejo, 
conseio, conseao, CONSEJO; maquillaje, maquillaie, maquillaue, MAQUILLAJE; 
berenjena, bereniena, berenaena, BERENJENA; refinar, refjnar, refgnar, REFINAR; 
pareja, pareia, pareoa, PAREJA; carcajada, carcaiada, carcaoada, CARCAJADA; 
repetir, repetjr, repetgr, REPETIR; esponja, esponia, esponea, ESPONJA; testigo, 
testjgo, testpgo, TESTIGO; cangrejo, cangreio, cangreao, CANGREJO; lombriz, 
lombrjz, lombrgz, LOMBRIZ; ejército, eiército, euército, EJÉRCITO; desafinar, 
desafjnar, desafgnar, DESAFINAR; trabajador, trabaiador, trabauador, 
TRABAJADOR; reciclaje, reciclaie, reciclaue, RECICLAJE; masaje, masaie, masaoe, 
MASAJE; porcentaje, porcentaie, porcentaue, PORCENTAJE; complejo, compleio, 
compleao, COMPLEJO; hinchado, hjnchado, hgnchado, HINCHADO; pacifista, 
pacifjsta, pacifgsta, PACIFISTA; prisionero, prisjonero, prisgonero, PRISIONERO; 
gratis, gratjs, gratgs, GRATIS; garaje, garaie, garaoe, GARAJE; ejecución, eiecución, 
euecución, EJECUCIÓN; envejecer, enveiecer, enveaecer, ENVEJECER; injusticia, 
iniusticia, ineusticia, INJUSTICIA; confianza, confjanza, confganza, CONFIANZA; 
aspirina, aspirjna, aspirgna, ASPIRINA; exigir, exigjr, exigpr, EXIGIR; compartir, 
compartjr, compartgr, COMPARTIR; pastilla, pastjlla, pastglla, PASTILLA; 
consumición, consumjción, consumgción, CONSUMICIÓN; tequila, tequjla, tequgla, 
TEQUILA; milenio, milenjo, milengo, MILENIO; cojín, coiín, coeín, COJÍN; lejía, 
leiía, leaía, LEJÍA; localizar, localjzar, localgzar, LOCALIZAR; calcio, calcjo, calcgo, 
CALCIO; deprisa, deprjsa, deprgsa, DEPRISA; hojaldre, hoialdre, houaldre, 
HOJALDRE; personaje, personaie, personaoe, PERSONAJE; homenaje, homenaie, 
homenaue, HOMENAJE; adivinanza, adivjnanza, adivgnanza, ADIVINANZA; ático, 
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átjco, átgco, ÁTICO; felicitar, felicjtar, felicgtar, FELICITAR; mojado, moiado, 
mouado, MOJADO; frito, frjto, frgto, FRITO; mismo, mjsmo, mgsmo, MISMO; lejano, 
leiano, leuano, LEJANO; pasajero, pasaiero, pasauero, PASAJERO; prejuicio, 
preiuicio, preouicio, PREJUICIO; timidez, timjdez, timgdez, TIMIDEZ; digital, digjtal, 
digptal, DIGITAL; violeta, vjoleta, vgoleta, VIOLETA; musical, musjcal, musgcal, 
MUSICAL; callejero, calleiero, calleaero, CALLEJERO; cocina, cocjna, cocgna, 
COCINA; potaje, potaie, potaue, POTAJE; clorofila, clorofjla, clorofgla, CLOROFILA; 
recibidor, recibjdor, recibgdor, RECIBIDOR; alquiler, alqujler, alqugler, ALQUILER; 
casualidad, casualjdad, casualgdad, CASUALIDAD; mejorar, meiorar, meaorar, 
MEJORAR; adjetivo, adietivo, adaetivo, ADJETIVO; carruaje, carruaie, carruaue, 
CARRUAJE; cajón, caión, caeón, CAJÓN; mendigar, mendjgar, mendpgar, 
MENDIGAR; desventaja, desventaia, desventaoa, DESVENTAJA; horrible, horrjble, 
horrgble, HORRIBLE; precavido, precavjdo, precavgdo, PRECAVIDO; dentista, 
dentjsta, dentgsta, DENTISTA; sujetador, suietador, suoetador, SUJETADOR; mensaje, 
mensaie, mensaoe, MENSAJE; abajo, abaio, abauo, ABAJO; injurias, iniurias, inaurias, 
INJURIAS; digestivo, digestjvo, digestgvo, DIGESTIVO; riqueza, rjqueza, rgqueza, 
RIQUEZA; vitalidad, vitaljdad, vitalgdad, VITALIDAD; bolsillo, bolsjllo, bolsgllo, 
BOLSILLO 
Nonword targets: vantuja, vantuia, vantuea, VANTUJA; sunvajemo, sunvaiemo, 
sunvauemo, SUNVAJEMO; etjonto, etionto, eteonto, ETJONTO; cimujaca, cimuiaca, 
cimueaca, CIMUJACA; ecotiucar, ecotjucar, ecotgucar, ECOTIUCAR; ajeculisa, 
aieculisa, aueculisa, AJECULISA; agifinarma, agifjnarma, agifgnarma, 
AGIFINARMA; fritocaje, fritocaie, fritocaue, FRITOCAJE; becerjeca, becerieca, 
beceraeca, BECERJECA; relsantaja, relsantaia, relsantaoa, RELSANTAJA; gilloje, 
gilloie, gilloue, GILLOJE; redectaje, redectaie, redectaoe, REDECTAJE; cosmajeda, 
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cosmaieda, cosmaoeda, COSMAJEDA; lacenja, lacenia, lacenea, LACENJA; siesunte, 
sjesunte, sgesunte, SIESUNTE; ajartiniar, aiartiniar, aeartiniar, AJARTINIAR; 
telbucicián, telbucjcián, telbucgcián, TELBUCICIÁN; mújoro, múioro, múeoro, 
MÚJORO; comborcir, comborcjr, comborcgr, COMBORCIR; dieje, dieie, dieae, 
DIEJE; calbia, calbja, calbga, CALBIA; parnidio, parnidjo, parnidgo, PARNIDIO; 
pacuositad, pacuosjtad, pacuosgtad, PACUOSITAD; bombiche, bombjche, bombgche, 
BOMBICHE; corjonto, corionto, coreonto, CORJONTO; machurraje, machurraie, 
machurraue, MACHURRAJE; crájizo, cráiizo, cráeizo, CRÁJIZO; pramajadar, 
pramaiadar, pramauadar, PRAMAJADAR; gínico, gínjco, gíngco, GÍNICO; istrellejos, 
istrelleios, istrelleuos, ISTRELLEJOS; ejálciso, eiálciso, euálciso, EJÁLCISO; 
suanpión, suanpjón, suanpgón, SUANPIÓN; tenceja, tenceia, tenceoa, TENCEJA; 
zachojera, zachoiera, zachoaera, ZACHOJERA; natujo, natuio, natueo, NATUJO; 
incitidea, incitjdea, incitgdea, INCITIDEA; sejallón, seiallón, seoallón, SEJALLÓN; 
fechisa, fechjsa, fechgsa, FECHISA; soljentido, solientido, solaentido, SOLJENTIDO; 
aopiloria, aopjloria, aopgloria, AOPILORIA; penloje, penloie, penloue, PENLOJE; 
abjotilo, abiotilo, abaotilo, ABJOTILO; desnisar, desnjsar, desngsar, DESNISAR; 
bejodo, beiodo, beuodo, BEJODO; mujanabor, muianabor, muoanabor, MUJANABOR; 
ejuldro, eiuldro, eauldro, EJULDRO; ranvaje, ranvaie, ranvaoe, RANVAJE; amejo, 
ameio, ameuo, AMEJO; majacisa, maiacisa, maeacisa, MAJACISA; injartinia, 
iniartinia, ineartinia, INJARTINIA; emblatajo, emblataio, emblataeo, EMBLATAJO; 
cuntacirra, cuntacjrra, cuntacgrra, CUNTACIRRA; ajofutión, aiofutión, auofutión, 
AJOFUTIÓN; plojo, ploio, ploeo, PLOJO; sonaneja, sonaneia, sonaneua, SONANEJA; 
darrejaro, darreiaro, darreoaro, DARREJARO; sufrabir, sufrabjr, sufrabgr, SUFRABIR; 
descidar, descjdar, descgdar, DESCIDAR; pelciedio, pelciedjo, pelciedgo, PELCIEDIO; 
tisidaz, tisjdaz, tisgdaz, TISIDAZ; bojadasa, boiadasa, boeadasa, BOJADASA; peimoje, 
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peimoie, peimoue, PEIMOJE; temoludia, temoludja, temoludga, TEMOLUDIA; 
resifraje, resifraie, resifraue, RESIFRAJE; maceja, maceia, maceoa, MACEJA; bibal, 
bjbal, bgbal, BIBAL; bestizo, bestjzo, bestgzo, BESTIZO; pogenivar, pogenjvar, 
pogengvar, POGENIVAR; enmojener, enmoiener, enmoaener, ENMOJENER; frética, 
frétjca, frétgca, FRÉTICA; pojedo, poiedo, pouedo, POJEDO; ropuje, ropuie, ropuoe, 
ROPUJE; mimasuro, mjmasuro, mgmasuro, MIMASURO; safudraje, safudraie, 
safudraoe, SAFUDRAJE; pemifrada, pemjfrada, pemgfrada, PEMIFRADA; devucir, 
devucjr, devucgr, DEVUCIR; fantejes, fanteies, fanteoes, FANTEJES; deblica, debljca, 
deblgca, DEBLICA; mocaje, mocaie, mocaue, MOCAJE; frujenía, fruienía, fruaenía, 
FRUJENÍA; senaleajo, senaleaio, senaleaeo, SENALEAJO; revunir, revunjr, revungr, 
REVUNIR; embriter, embrjter, embrgter, EMBRITER; liajaro, liaiaro, liauaro, 
LIAJARO; ablapo, abljpo, ablgpo, ABLAPO; mafonaje, mafonaie, mafonaoe, 
MAFONAJE; mofiche, mofjche, mofgche, MOFICHE; primobío, prjmobío, prgmobío, 
PRIMOBÍO; plabis, plabjs, plabgs, PLABIS; eficoriez, eficorjez, eficorgez, 
EFICORIEZ; matecaje, matecaie, matecaue, MATECAJE; dunciul, duncjul, duncgul, 
DUNCIUL; erprerjero, erpreriero, erpreraero, ERPRERJERO; amacinio, amacjnio, 
amacgnio, AMACINIO; avaire, avajre, avagre, AVAIRE; remabicar, remabjcar, 
remabgcar, REMABICAR; escurja, escuria, escurea, ESCURJA; ejarsinio, eiarsinio, 
euarsinio, EJARSINIO; etobida, etobjda, etobgda, ETOBIDA; colcrejo, colcreio, 
colcreao, COLCREJO; cociro, cocjro, cocgro, COCIRO; ajaclad, aiaclad, auaclad, 
AJACLAD; punical, punjcal, pungcal, PUNICAL; clenjero, cleniero, clenaero, 
CLENJERO; polfiosma, polfjosma, polfgosma, POLFIOSMA; grújusa, grúiusa, 
grúeusa, GRÚJUSA; carroeja, carroeia, carroeua, CARROEJA; espínisa, espínjsa, 
espíngsa, ESPÍNISA; sividal, sivjdal, sivgdal, SIVIDAL; évida, évjda, évgda, ÉVIDA; 
monlicha, monljcha, monlgcha, MONLICHA; ecudipa, ecudjpa, ecudgpa, ECUDIPA; 
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tujemo, tuiemo, tuaemo, TUJEMO; acallipaje, acallipaie, acallipaoe, ACALLIPAJE; 
ponjeta, ponieta, ponaeta, PONJETA; grujilo, gruiilo, grueilo, GRUJILO; rescisbe, 
rescjsbe, rescgsbe, RESCISBE; plito, pljto, plgto, PLITO; fronopiva, fronopjva, 
fronopgva, FRONOPIVA; pajusdad, paiusdad, paousdad, PAJUSDAD; goduniste, 
godunjste, godungste, GODUNISTE; bomarivar, bomarjvar, bomargvar, 
BOMARIVAR; angiflaje, angiflaie, angiflaue, ANGIFLAJE; ocejo, oceio, oceuo, 
OCEJO; viesto, vjesto, vgesto, VIESTO; calmejal, calmeial, calmeoal, CALMEJAL; 
tarir, tarjr, targr, TARIR; palmoraje, palmoraie, palmoraoe, PALMORAJE; divontilo, 
divontjlo, divontglo, DIVONTILO; asediciero, asedicjero, asedicgero, ASEDICIERO; 
detrejo, detreio, detreao, DETREJO; nañido, nañjdo, nañgdo, NAÑIDO; moljetino, 
molietino, molaetino, MOLJETINO; detuja, detuia, detuea, DETUJA; dinquedo, 
djnquedo, dgnquedo, DINQUEDO; repalid, repaljd, repalgd, REPALID; norritre, 
norrjtre, norrgtre, NORRITRE; aschinde, aschjnde, aschgnde, ASCHINDE; desvise, 
desvjse, desvgse, DESVISE; echiluje, echiluie, echiluoe, ECHILUJE; calfrejo, calfreio, 
calfreao, CALFREJO; damibista, damibjsta, damibgsta, DAMIBISTA; canmurica, 
canmurjca, canmurgca, CANMURICA; nompentaje, nompentaie, nompentaue, 
NOMPENTAJE; espijás, espiiás, espieás, ESPIJÁS; taloeja, taloeia, taloeoa, 
TALOEJA; áldigro, áldjgro, áldpgro, ÁLDIGRO; memidisto, memidjsto, memidgsto, 
MEMIDISTO; sichega, sjchega, sgchega, SICHEGA; pepiodra, pepjodra, pepgodra, 
PEPIODRA; manuje, manuie, manuoe, MANUJE; gochibiuja, gochibiuia, gochibiuoa, 
GOCHIBIUJA; sivujer, sivuier, sivuoer, SIVUJER; amarsejar, amarseiar, amarseoar, 
AMARSEJAR; rancifar, rancjfar, rancgfar, RANCIFAR; viduar, vjduar, vgduar, 
VIDUAR; aceje, aceie, aceue, ACEJE; piletro, pjletro, pgletro, PILETRO; momajera, 
momaiera, momaoera, MOMAJERA; alchiser, alchjser, alchgser, ALCHISER; decedia, 
decedja, decedga, DECEDIA; expita, expjta, expgta, EXPITA; piletia, piletja, piletga, 
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PILETIA; vansuaje, vansuaie, vansuaoe, VANSUAJE; elocenisma, elocenjsma, 
elocengsma, ELOCENISMA; emidir, emidjr, emidgr, EMIDIR; dilmo, djlmo, dglmo, 
DILMO; momatipa, momatjpa, momatgpa, MOMATIPA; afudeja, afudeia, afudeua, 
AFUDEJA; dirgo, djrgo, dgrgo, DIRGO; lomionidar, lomionjdar, lomiongdar, 
LOMIONIDAR; anquivo, anqujvo, anqugvo, ANQUIVO; caciro, cacjro, cacgro, 
CACIRO; doduje, doduie, doduoe, DODUJE; andejador, andeiador, andeuador, 
ANDEJADOR; lirrar, ljrrar, lgrrar, LIRRAR; sicuro, sjcuro, sgcuro, SICURO; hojectre, 
hoiectre, houectre, HOJECTRE; bosuraje, bosuraie, bosuraue, BOSURAJE; lojín, loiín, 
loeín, LOJÍN; iljenies, ilienies, ilaenies, ILJENIES; ciplinde, cipljnde, ciplgnde, 
CIPLINDE; sejonar, seionar, seaonar, SEJONAR; bestinda, bestjnda, bestgnda, 
BESTINDA; mujón, muión, mueón, MUJÓN; boncósil, boncósjl, boncósgl, 
BONCÓSIL; empiuctar, empjuctar, empguctar, EMPIUCTAR; sarfaje, sarfaie, sarfaoe, 
SARFAJE; llentaje, llentaie, llentaoe, LLENTAJE; écita, écjta, écgta, ÉCITA; fejano, 
feiano, feuano, FEJANO; fremalina, fremaljna, fremalgna, FREMALINA; comofriza, 
comofrjza, comofrgza, COMOFRIZA; cimápivo, cimápjvo, cimápgvo, CIMÁPIVO; 
esciuraje, esciuraie, esciuraue, ESCIURAJE; rujiga, ruiiga, ruoiga, RUJIGA; bructicar, 
bructjcar, bructgcar, BRUCTICAR; bubetila, bubetjla, bubetgla, BUBETILA; 
bemirisar, bemirjsar, bemirgsar, BEMIRISAR; mefajoto, mefaioto, mefaeoto, 
MEFAJOTO; faruje, faruie, faruoe, FARUJE; mavajera, mavaiera, mavauera, 
MAVAJERA; fómil, fómjl, fómgl, FÓMIL; roujico, rouiico, roueico, ROUJICO; 
brimiacera, brimjacera, brimgacera, BRIMIACERA; disilar, disjlar, disglar, DISILAR; 
calichos, caljchos, calgchos, CALICHOS; landaje, landaie, landaoe, LANDAJE; 
pemajonte, pemaionte, pemaeonte, PEMAJONTE; pefubiada, pefubjada, pefubgada, 
PEFUBIADA; corcejo, corceio, corceao, CORCEJO; melillojo, melilloio, melilloao, 
MELILLOJO; tiureta, tjureta, tgureta, TIURETA; nelia, nelja, nelga, NELIA; oesin, 
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oesjn, oesgn, OESIN; revipin, revipjn, revipgn, REVIPIN; ancejo, anceio, anceao, 
ANCEJO; dontasién, dontasjén, dontasgén, DONTASIÉN; cimadital, cimadjtal, 
cimadgtal, CIMADITAL; asernirado, asernjrado, aserngrado, ASERNIRADO; 
asminica, asminjca, asmingca, ASMINICA; pemojera, pemoiera, pemoaera, 
PEMOJERA; bruzir, bruzjr, bruzgr, BRUZIR; ocuja, ocuia, ocuea, OCUJA; nujor, 
nuior, nuaor, NUJOR; gojía, goiía, goaía, GOJÍA; matipe, matjpe, matgpe, MATIPE; 






Prime-target pairs used in Experiment 2 
 
The stimuli are presented in quadruplets: identity prime, visually similar prime, visually 
dissimilar prime, and target. 
 
Word targets: travieso, trauieso, traoieso, TRAVIESO; sirvienta, siruienta, siroienta, 
SIRVIENTA; jubilación, jvbilación, jzbilación, JUBILACIÓN; estufa, estvfa, estzfa, 
ESTUFA; avería, auería, aoería, AVERÍA; novio, nouio, noeio, NOVIO; mandíbula, 
mandíbvla, mandíbzla, MANDÍBULA; alivio, aliuio, alioio, ALIVIO; mutación, 
mvtación, mztación, MUTACIÓN; convención, conuención, conoención, 
CONVENCIÓN; universo, uniuerso, unioerso, UNIVERSO; matrícula, matrícvla, 
matríczla, MATRÍCULA; nocturno, noctvrno, noctzrno, NOCTURNO; evaluación, 
eualuación, eoaluación, EVALUACIÓN; civil, ciuil, cioil, CIVIL; revés, reués, reoés, 
REVÉS; cinturón, cintvrón, cintzrón, CINTURÓN; argumento, argvmento, argzmento, 
ARGUMENTO; avión, auión, aoión, AVIÓN; nervioso, neruioso, neroioso, 
NERVIOSO; fórmula, fórmvla, fórmzla, FÓRMULA; rutina, rvtina, rztina, RUTINA; 
muchacho, mvchacho, mzchacho, MUCHACHO; entusiasmo, entvsiasmo, entzsiasmo, 
ENTUSIASMO; relevo, releuo, releao, RELEVO; tortuga, tortvga, tortzga, TORTUGA; 
carnaval, carnaual, carnaoal, CARNAVAL; muralla, mvralla, mzralla, MURALLA; 
polvo, poluo, polao, POLVO; caravana, carauana, caraoana, CARAVANA; crucero, 
crvcero, crzcero, CRUCERO; portavoz, portauoz, portaeoz, PORTAVOZ; archivo, 
archiuo, archiao, ARCHIVO; primavera, primauera, primaoera, PRIMAVERA; 
motivación, motiuación, motioación, MOTIVACIÓN; huevo, hueuo, hueao, HUEVO; 
muebles, mvebles, mzebles, MUEBLES; navegación, nauegación, naoegación, 
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NAVEGACIÓN; facultad, facvltad, faczltad, FACULTAD; nochebuena, nochebvena, 
nochebzena, NOCHEBUENA; aduana, advana, adzana, ADUANA; diputado, dipvtado, 
dipztado, DIPUTADO; cobertura, cobertvra, cobertzra, COBERTURA; novedad, 
nouedad, noaedad, NOVEDAD; clavo, clauo, claeo, CLAVO; aluminio, alvminio, 
alzminio, ALUMINIO; paraguas, paragvas, paragzas, PARAGUAS; salvaje, saluaje, 
saloaje, SALVAJE; lavabo, lauabo, laoabo, LAVABO; cumbre, cvmbre, czmbre, 
CUMBRE; reverencia, reuerencia, reoerencia, REVERENCIA; apuesta, apvesta, 
apzesta, APUESTA; malvado, maluado, maloado, MALVADO; prueba, prveba, przeba, 
PRUEBA; muñeca, mvñeca, mzñeca, MUÑECA; industria, indvstria, indzstria, 
INDUSTRIA; capítulo, capítvlo, capítzlo, CAPÍTULO; locura, locvra, loczra, 
LOCURA; sabiduría, sabidvría, sabidzría, SABIDURÍA; fractura, fractvra, fractzra, 
FRACTURA; lechuga, lechvga, lechzga, LECHUGA; tranvía, tranuía, tranoía, 
TRANVÍA; titular, titvlar, titzlar, TITULAR; respuesta, respvesta, respzesta, 
RESPUESTA; invisible, inuisible, inoisible, INVISIBLE; movida, mouida, moaida, 
MOVIDA; futuro, futvro, futzro, FUTURO; evidente, euidente, eoidente, EVIDENTE; 
esclavo, esclauo, esclaeo, ESCLAVO; almuerzo, almverzo, almzerzo, ALMUERZO; 
navidad, nauidad, naoidad, NAVIDAD; tribunal, tribvnal, tribznal, TRIBUNAL; 
alumno, alvmno, alzmno, ALUMNO; álbum, álbvm, álbzm, ÁLBUM; confusión, 
confvsión, confzsión, CONFUSIÓN; insulto, insvlto, inszlto, INSULTO; aviso, auiso, 
aoiso, AVISO; novela, nouela, noaela, NOVELA; divorcio, diuorcio, diaorcio, 
DIVORCIO; anuncio, anvncio, anzncio, ANUNCIO; calavera, calauera, calaoera, 
CALAVERA; reserva, reserua, reseroa, RESERVA; subasta, svbasta, szbasta, 
SUBASTA; tubería, tvbería, tzbería, TUBERÍA; desayuno, desayvno, desayzno, 
DESAYUNO; caviar, cauiar, caoiar, CAVIAR; revancha, reuancha, reoancha, 
REVANCHA; conducta, condvcta, condzcta, CONDUCTA; seguridad, segvridad, 
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segzridad, SEGURIDAD; desnudo, desnvdo, desnzdo, DESNUDO; salud, salvd, salzd, 
SALUD; adversario, aduersario, adoersario, ADVERSARIO; favorito, fauorito, 
faeorito, FAVORITO; rumbo, rvmbo, rzmbo, RUMBO; cadáver, cadáuer, cadáoer, 
CADÁVER; suciedad, svciedad, szciedad, SUCIEDAD; acusado, acvsado, aczsado, 
ACUSADO; saliva, saliua, salioa, SALIVA; angustia, angvstia, angzstia, ANGUSTIA; 
agujero, agvjero, agzjero, AGUJERO; musical, mvsical, mzsical, MUSICAL; aplauso, 
aplavso, aplazso, APLAUSO; móvil, móuil, móail, MÓVIL; pueblo, pveblo, pzeblo, 
PUEBLO; joven, jouen, joaen, JOVEN; invierno, inuierno, inoierno, INVIERNO; 
puntería, pvntería, pzntería, PUNTERÍA; evangelio, euangelio, eoangelio, 
EVANGELIO; división, diuisión, dioisión, DIVISIÓN; movimiento, mouimiento, 
moaimiento, MOVIMIENTO; altura, altvra, altzra, ALTURA; selva, selua, seloa, 
SELVA; inversión, inuersión, inoersión, INVERSIÓN; comunismo, comvnismo, 
comznismo, COMUNISMO; desvío, desuío, desoío, DESVÍO; censura, censvra, 
censzra, CENSURA; evento, euento, eoento, EVENTO; sustancia, svstancia, szstancia, 
SUSTANCIA; salvación, saluación, saloación, SALVACIÓN; neutral, nevtral, neztral, 
NEUTRAL; basura, basvra, baszra, BASURA; provincia, prouincia, proaincia, 
PROVINCIA; directiva, directiua, directioa, DIRECTIVA; pólvora, póluora, pólaora, 
PÓLVORA; descuido, descvido, desczido, DESCUIDO; cueva, cueua, cueoa, CUEVA; 
producto, prodvcto, prodzcto, PRODUCTO; documental, docvmental, doczmental, 
DOCUMENTAL; lavadora, lauadora, laoadora, LAVADORA; ambulancia, 
ambvlancia, ambzlancia, AMBULANCIA; revisión, reuisión, reoisión, REVISIÓN; 
nevera, neuera, neoera, NEVERA; chaval, chaual, chaoal, CHAVAL; ciudadano, 
civdadano, cizdadano, CIUDADANO; circuito, circvito, circzito, CIRCUITO; discurso, 
discvrso, disczrso, DISCURSO; pubertad, pvbertad, pzbertad, PUBERTAD; actitud, 
actitvd, actitzd, ACTITUD; observador, obseruador, obseroador, OBSERVADOR; 
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célula, célvla, célzla, CÉLULA; revolución, reuolución, reaolución, REVOLUCIÓN; 
automóvil, automóuil, automóail, AUTOMÓVIL; novato, nouato, noeato, NOVATO; 
altavoz, altauoz, altaeoz, ALTAVOZ; fabulosa, fabvlosa, fabzlosa, FABULOSA; 
divino, diuino, dioino, DIVINO; bruja, brvja, brzja, BRUJA; obstáculo, obstácvlo, 
obstáczlo, OBSTÁCULO; escuela, escvela, esczela, ESCUELA; tortura, tortvra, tortzra, 
TORTURA; círculo, círcvlo, círczlo, CÍRCULO; artículo, artícvlo, artíczlo, 
ARTÍCULO; privilegio, priuilegio, prioilegio, PRIVILEGIO; película, pelícvla, 
pelíczla, PELÍCULA; buscador, bvscador, bzscador, BUSCADOR; invasión, inuasión, 
inoasión, INVASIÓN; cuervo, cueruo, cuereo, CUERVO; invencible, inuencible, 
inoencible, INVENCIBLE; abuelo, abvelo, abzelo, ABUELO; dibujo, dibvjo, dibzjo, 
DIBUJO; corrupto, corrvpto, corrzpto, CORRUPTO; maravilla, marauilla, maraoilla, 
MARAVILLA; evolución, euolución, eaolución, EVOLUCIÓN; salvavidas, saluavidas, 
salvaoidas, SALVAVIDAS; envidia, enuidia, enoidia, ENVIDIA; masculino, 
mascvlino, masczlino, MASCULINO; gravedad, grauedad, graoedad, GRAVEDAD; 
nieve, nieue, nieoe, NIEVE; aventura, auentura, aoentura, AVENTURA; estudiante, 
estvdiante, estzdiante, ESTUDIANTE; caverna, cauerna, caoerna, CAVERNA; curva, 
curua, curoa, CURVA; provocación, prouocación, proaocación, PROVOCACIÓN; 
tumba, tvmba, tzmba, TUMBA; cálculo, cálcvlo, cálczlo, CÁLCULO; orgulloso, 
orgvlloso, orgzlloso, ORGULLOSO; costumbre, costvmbre, costzmbre, COSTUMBRE; 
cirujano, cirvjano, cirzjano, CIRUJANO; atractivo, atractiuo, atractiao, ATRACTIVO; 
cerveza, cerueza, ceroeza, CERVEZA; mudanza, mvdanza, mzdanza, MUDANZA; 
brújula, brújvla, brújzla, BRÚJULA; desván, desuán, desoán, DESVÁN; televisión, 
teleuisión, teleoisión, TELEVISIÓN; entrevista, entreuista, entreoista, ENTREVISTA; 
impuesto, impvesto, impzesto, IMPUESTO; navaja, nauaja, naoaja, NAVAJA; travesía, 
trauesía, traoesía, TRAVESÍA; individuo, indiuiduo, indioiduo, INDIVIDUO; octavo, 
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octauo, octaeo, OCTAVO; invento, inuento, inoento, INVENTO; apertura, apertvra, 
apertzra, APERTURA; objetivo, objetiuo, objetieo, OBJETIVO; diversión, diuersión, 
dioersión, DIVERSIÓN; bufanda, bvfanda, bzfanda, BUFANDA; natural, natvral, 
natzral, NATURAL; pañuelo, pañvelo, pañzelo, PAÑUELO; nueva, nueua, nueoa, 
NUEVA; excursión, excvrsión, exczrsión, EXCURSIÓN; noveno, noueno, noaeno, 
NOVENO; masivo, masiuo, masiao, MASIVO; ridículo, ridícvlo, ridíczlo, RIDÍCULO; 
ciervo, cieruo, cierao, CIERVO; cultura, cultvra, cultzra, CULTURA; habitual, habitval, 
habitzal, HABITUAL; invitada, inuitada, inoitada, INVITADA; sucursal, sucvrsal, 
suczrsal, SUCURSAL; vivienda, viuienda, vioienda, VIVIENDA; inevitable, ineuitable, 
ineoitable, INEVITABLE; avenida, auenida, aoenida, AVENIDA; festival, festiual, 
festioal, FESTIVAL; submarino, svbmarino, szbmarino, SUBMARINO; absurdo, 
absvrdo, abszrdo, ABSURDO; servilleta, seruilleta, seroilleta, SERVILLETA; factura, 
factvra, factzra, FACTURA; llave, llaue, llaoe, LLAVE; calvo, caluo, caleo, CALVO; 
turista, tvrista, tzrista, TURISTA; embustero, embvstero, embzstero, EMBUSTERO; 
privacidad, priuacidad, prioacidad, PRIVACIDAD; convento, conuento, conoento, 
CONVENTO; tiburón, tibvrón, tibzrón, TIBURÓN; nivel, niuel, nioel, NIVEL; 
chuletas, chvletas, chzletas, CHULETAS; adivino, adiuino, adioino, ADIVINO; 
relevante, releuante, releoante, RELEVANTE; culpable, cvlpable, czlpable, 
CULPABLE; revista, reuista, reoista, REVISTA 
 
Nonword targets: ovepo, ouepo, oaepo, OVEPO; celvival, celviual, celvioal, 
CELVIVAL; serud, servd, serzd, SERUD; corcuro, corcvro, corczro, CORCURO; 
advangario, aduangario, adoangario, ADVANGARIO; iomomóvel, iomomóuel, 
iomomóael, IOMOMÓVEL; casvo, casuo, caseo, CASVO; apevico, apeuico, apeoico, 
APEVICO; mugrarino, mvgrarino, mzgrarino, MUGRARINO; lesvén, lesuén, lesoén, 
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LESVÉN; soscurno, soscvrno, sosczrno, SOSCURNO; cavema, cauema, caoema, 
CAVEMA; lugitoción, lvgitoción, lzgitoción, LUGITOCIÓN; avabente, auabente, 
aoabente, AVABENTE; epuana, epvana, epzana, EPUANA; cécugo, cécvgo, céczgo, 
CÉCUGO; gavel, gauel, gaoel, GAVEL; dinestiva, dinestiua, dinestioa, DINESTIVA; 
mimudada, mimvdada, mimzdada, MIMUDADA; incupto, incvpto, inczpto, INCUPTO; 
tascura, tascvra, tasczra, TASCURA; érdud, érdvd, érdzd, ÉRDUD; pullarro, pvllarro, 
pzllarro, PULLARRO; nolmuja, nolmvja, nolmzja, NOLMUJA; ravadad, rauadad, 
raoadad, RAVADAD; zueva, zueua, zueoa, ZUEVA; prenvía, prenuía, prenoía, 
PRENVÍA; admusenta, admvsenta, admzsenta, ADMUSENTA; nucura, nvcvra, nzczra, 
NUCURA; letuago, letvago, letzago, LETUAGO; lloval, lloual, lloeal, LLOVAL; 
avacimio, auacimio, aoacimio, AVACIMIO; admuliscia, admvliscia, admzliscia, 
ADMULISCIA; ceufatano, cevfatano, cezfatano, CEUFATANO; suñesa, svñesa, 
szñesa, SUÑESA; bamudova, bamvdova, bamzdova, BAMUDOVA; natutol, natvtol, 
natztol, NATUTOL; revenfla, reuenfla, reoenfla, REVENFLA; ceiva, ceiua, ceioa, 
CEIVA; culva, culua, culoa, CULVA; tuñenda, tvñenda, tzñenda, TUÑENDA; navima, 
nauima, naoima, NAVIMA; invemifle, inuemifle, inoemifle, INVEMIFLE; govia, 
gouia, goaia, GOVIA; alupco, alvpco, alzpco, ALUPCO; avisgura, auisgura, aoisgura, 
AVISGURA; neveto, neueto, neoeto, NEVETO; respuodo, respvodo, respzodo, 
RESPUODO; situmo, sitvmo, sitzmo, SITUMO; espuoba, espvoba, espzoba, 
ESPUOBA; gollipuena, gollipvena, gollipzena, GOLLIPUENA; sucefa, svcefa, szcefa, 
SUCEFA; ovisguda, ovisgvda, ovisgzda, OVISGUDA; sunfa, svnfa, sznfa, SUNFA; 
hovito, houito, hoaito, HOVITO; fuacres, fvacres, fzacres, FUACRES; crovenidad, 
crouenidad, croaenidad, CROVENIDAD; azgurdo, azgvrdo, azgzrdo, AZGURDO; 
portaved, portaued, portaoed, PORTAVED; ancuro, ancvro, anczro, ANCURO; 
cunsible, cvnsible, cznsible, CUNSIBLE; ralova, raloua, raloea, RALOVA; evosto, 
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euosto, eaosto, EVOSTO; anvamión, anuamión, aneamión, ANVAMIÓN; sival, siual, 
sioal, SIVAL; bavoniso, bauoniso, baeoniso, BAVONISO; tevijación, teuijación, 
teoijación, TEVIJACIÓN; larultad, larvltad, larzltad, LARULTAD; cimunaca, 
cimvnaca, cimznaca, CIMUNACA; olsavo, olsauo, olsaeo, OLSAVO; guive, guiue, 
guioe, GUIVE; rustencia, rvstencia, rzstencia, RUSTENCIA; avicución, auicución, 
aoicución, AVICUCIÓN; crueja, crveja, crzeja, CRUEJA; actinun, actinvn, actinzn, 
ACTINUN; descuesbo, descvesbo, desczesbo, DESCUESBO; calívor, calíuor, calíaor, 
CALÍVOR; apuenda, apvenda, apzenda, APUENDA; leltura, leltvra, leltzra, 
LELTURA; nicurón, nicvrón, niczrón, NICURÓN; ompurroto, ompvrroto, ompzrroto, 
OMPURROTO; avicigo, auicigo, aoicigo, AVICIGO; mabrétula, mabrétvla, mabrétzla, 
MABRÉTULA; curfre, cvrfre, czrfre, CURFRE; evecío, euecío, eoecío, EVECÍO; 
umevarso, umeuarso, umeoarso, UMEVARSO; pífvora, pífuora, pífaora, PÍFVORA; 
borvanto, boruanto, boroanto, BORVANTO; mipítuto, mipítvto, mipítzto, MIPÍTUTO; 
tonuro, tonvro, tonzro, TONURO; ivazo, iuazo, ioazo, IVAZO; amubono, amvbono, 
amzbono, AMUBONO; sovedod, souedod, soaedod, SOVEDOD; rucolla, rvcolla, 
rzcolla, RUCOLLA; sível, síuel, síoel, SÍVEL; balnudo, balnvdo, balnzdo, BALNUDO; 
fivoenda, fiuoenda, fiaoenda, FIVOENDA; bavasoro, bauasoro, baoasoro, 
BAVASORO; antovid, antouid, antoaid, ANTOVID; damavora, damauora, damaeora, 
DAMAVORA; morvación, moruación, moroación, MORVACIÓN; envadio, enuadio, 
enoadio, ENVADIO; pubanga, pvbanga, pzbanga, PUBANGA; gruba, grvba, grzba, 
GRUBA; proburto, probvrto, probzrto, PROBURTO; zatavo, zatauo, zataeo, ZATAVO; 
jaramuos, jaramvos, jaramzos, JARAMUOS; everbenio, euerbenio, eoerbenio, 
EVERBENIO; enmusiente, enmvsiente, enmzsiente, ENMUSIENTE; zanavicha, 
zanauicha, zanaoicha, ZANAVICHA; cuciodod, cvciodod, czciodod, CUCIODOD; 
devinda, deuinda, deoinda, DEVINDA; cesvema, cesuema, cesoema, CESVEMA; 
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cadécuto, cadécvto, cadéczto, CADÉCUTO; pacirual, pacirval, pacirzal, PACIRUAL; 
subonda, svbonda, szbonda, SUBONDA; entumierso, entvmierso, entzmierso, 
ENTUMIERSO; simavación, simauación, simaoación, SIMAVACIÓN; arnuerzo, 
arnverzo, arnzerzo, ARNUERZO; mustiría, mvstiría, mzstiría, MUSTIRÍA; cósnulo, 
cósnvlo, cósnzlo, CÓSNULO; emufada, emvfada, emzfada, EMUFADA; pirvo, piruo, 
pireo, PIRVO; agofución, agofvción, agofzción, AGOFUCIÓN; janavo, janauo, janaeo, 
JANAVO; sonva, sonua, sonoa, SONVA; privenefio, priuenefio, prioenefio, 
PRIVENEFIO; pevicencia, peuicencia, peoicencia, PEVICENCIA; plivo, pliuo, plieo, 
PLIVO; carcura, carcvra, carczra, CARCURA; renvantaca, renuantaca, renoantaca, 
RENVANTACA; frelcura, frelcvra, frelczra, FRELCURA; pritunas, pritvnas, pritznas, 
PRITUNAS; inviscifle, inuiscifle, inoiscifle, INVISCIFLE; esfrivo, esfriuo, esfrieo, 
ESFRIVO; sivano, siuano, sioano, SIVANO; tercuma, tercvma, terczma, TERCUMA; 
erpursión, erpvrsión, erpzrsión, ERPURSIÓN; gautrol, gavtrol, gaztrol, GAUTROL; 
pavarución, pauarución, paoarución, PAVARUCIÓN; llumiros, llvmiros, llzmiros, 
LLUMIROS; cempurón, cempvrón, cempzrón, CEMPURÓN; fricavero, fricauero, 
fricaoero, FRICAVERO; noveme, noueme, noaeme, NOVEME; pravisío, prauisío, 
praoisío, PRAVISÍO; clovedol, clouedol, cloaedol, CLOVEDOL; incividoz, inciuidoz, 
incioidoz, INCIVIDOZ; psivaración, psiuaración, psioaración, PSIVARACIÓN; 
pravioco, prauioco, praoioco, PRAVIOCO; fellufa, fellvfa, fellzfa, FELLUFA; turtador, 
tvrtador, tzrtador, TURTADOR; sasvocio, sasuocio, saseocio, SASVOCIO; cánsulo, 
cánsvlo, cánszlo, CÁNSULO; pemivante, pemiuante, pemioante, PEMIVANTE; 
aflirtavo, aflirtauo, aflirtaeo, AFLIRTAVO; dolvienta, doluienta, doloienta, 
DOLVIENTA; cisvarsión, cisuarsión, cisoarsión, CISVARSIÓN; asundio, asvndio, 
aszndio, ASUNDIO; govin, gouin, goain, GOVIN; olpitivo, olpitiuo, olpitiao, 
OLPITIVO; ibstáluto, ibstálvto, ibstálzto, IBSTÁLUTO; nonsulta, nonsvlta, nonszlta, 
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NONSULTA; rusvío, rusuío, rusoío, RUSVÍO; divanrión, diuanrión, dioanrión, 
DIVANRIÓN; sovediento, souediento, soaediento, SOVEDIENTO; ectundero, 
ectvndero, ectzndero, ECTUNDERO; sarvije, saruije, saroije, SARVIJE; provoscio, 
prouoscio, proaoscio, PROVOSCIO; bupinía, bvpinía, bzpinía, BUPINÍA; avoán, 
auoán, aeoán, AVOÁN; ulavia, ulauia, ulaoia, ULAVIA; nasvioso, nasuioso, nasoioso, 
NASVIOSO; memucidad, memvcidad, memzcidad, MEMUCIDAD; runfo, rvnfo, 
rznfo, RUNFO; divescio, diuescio, dioescio, DIVESCIO; marvido, maruido, maroido, 
MARVIDO; derevo, dereuo, dereao, DEREVO; sacuelo, sacvelo, saczelo, SACUELO; 
nalcurno, nalcvrno, nalczrno, NALCURNO; bicusar, bicvsar, biczsar, BICUSAR; 
mudartad, mvdartad, mzdartad, MUDARTAD; mampunico, mampvnico, mampznico, 
MAMPUNICO; cilmuoto, cilmvoto, cilmzoto, CILMUOTO; lenavigión, lenauigión, 
lenaoigión, LENAVIGIÓN; amusicia, amvsicia, amzsicia, AMUSICIA; collucto, 
collvcto, collzcto, COLLUCTO; mivisián, miuisián, mioisián, MIVISIÁN; ircuesbo, 
ircvesbo, irczesbo, IRCUESBO; demabumo, demabvmo, demabzmo, DEMABUMO; 
acuozo, acvozo, aczozo, ACUOZO; cenruro, cenrvro, cenrzro, CENRURO; covancura, 
covancvra, covanczra, COVANCURA; olclivo, olclivo, olcliao, OLCLIVO; nuelvo, 
nueluo, nuelao, NUELVO; nocuto, nocvto, noczto, NOCUTO; envonta, enuonta, 
enaonta, ENVONTA; cevós, ceuós, ceaós, CEVÓS; envanrión, enuanrión, enoanrión, 
ENVANRIÓN; socuncal, socvncal, soczncal, SOCUNCAL; cumavaco, cumauaco, 
cumaoaco, CUMAVACO; encupa, encvpa, enczpa, ENCUPA; indumbria, indvmbria, 
indzmbria, INDUMBRIA; enflivisca, enfliuisca, enflioisca, ENFLIVISCA; costustre, 
costvstre, costzstre, COSTUSTRE; gavibo, gauibo, gaoibo, GAVIBO; ilevemache, 
ileuemache, ileoemache, ILEVEMACHE; tucinda, tvcinda, tzcinda, TUCINDA; plave, 
plaue, plaoe, PLAVE; caviod, cauiod, caoiod, CAVIOD; osmanvador, osmanuador, 
osmanoador, OSMANVADOR; juetro, jvetro, jzetro, JUETRO; invedudo, inuedudo, 
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inoedudo, INVEDUDO; morvirreta, moruirreta, moroirreta, MORVIRRETA; ansustio, 
ansvstio, anszstio, ANSUSTIO; padabulía, padabvlía, padabzlía, PADABULÍA; 
manséjula, manséjvla, manséjzla, MANSÉJULA; comuranco, comvranco, comzranco, 
COMURANCO; meléluto, melélvto, melélzto, MELÉLUTO; povafa, pouafa, poeafa, 
POVAFA; inviesco, inuiesco, inoiesco, INVIESCO; vérmula, vérmvla, vérmzla, 
VÉRMULA; everesción, eueresción, eoeresción, EVERESCIÓN; domudentel, 
domvdentel, domzdentel, DOMUDENTEL; mumarión, mvmarión, mzmarión, 
MUMARIÓN; corpunlo, corpvnlo, corpznlo, CORPUNLO; resisva, resisua, resisoa, 
RESISVA; grucena, grvcena, grzcena, GRUCENA; cavonra, cauonra, caeonra, 
CAVONRA 
